Connecting the Dots: Strategic Board Leadership in Action

BY THANE JOYAL

The future is unknowable. Or is it?

Courageous leadership relies in large measure on wise choices. In his entertaining novels, Robert Parker often references the military strategist Clausewitz for the proposition that you should “plan not for what you think your enemy will do, but rather for what your enemy can do.”

Wise leadership, in other words, requires that we prepare not only for the probable but also for the possible. In the language of strategic leadership, we must exercise foresight. What else is required for strategic leadership? Resilience, curiosity, openness, a commitment to learning: the list is a long and demanding one.

Defining purpose, setting direction

Strategic leadership is one of the Four Pillars of Cooperative Governance. As Marilyn Scholl and Art Sherwood describe in their article on the Four Pillars (CG #170, Jan.–Feb. 2014), “Strategic leadership is about defining purpose and setting direction.”

For a cooperative board of directors, purpose is often articulated in written policies that are entrusted to the co-op’s general manager for implementation. To facilitate movement toward accomplishing those purposes, the board chooses, empowers, and supports the co-op’s general manager; ensures that there are adequate resources for the cooperative; and monitors progress towards accomplishing those purposes.

As noted by Sherwood and Scholl, “Providing strategic leadership requires information, knowledge, and wisdom. Boards need to be able to learn and build wisdom together in order to develop foresight and make informed decisions.”

It has been several years now since Sherwood began writing his powerful articles for this magazine—articles that highlight and make accessible the fundamentals of strategic leadership. In that time, we have seen more and more co-op boards of directors creating cultures of learning and curiosity, supporting and learning with their general managers about their business, their communities, and their owners. We see cooperatives, in order to accomplish their goals, practicing strategic leadership by paying close attention to such things as board development, capital needs, and internal and external trends and changes.

Monadnock Food Co-op case study

Monadnock Food Co-op, in Keene, N.H., is one of the latest wave of food co-ops, and it is a great example of the positive impact that comes of strategic leadership. It also offers an opportunity to look closely at each of the components of a cooperative board’s strategic work.

Monadnock incorporated in April of 2010, hired General Manager Michael Faber in 2011, and opened in April of 2013. To ensure adequate resources for the co-op to achieve its goals, the Monadnock board conducted a very successful member loan campaign. Partnering with the local economic development authority, the co-op has constructed a beautiful store in the heart of the downtown area.

The Monadnock board is consistently and regularly monitoring the co-op’s progress towards achieving its goals. At the same time, the board is also devoting substantial time and thought to preparing for decisions that it can foresee will need to be made about the co-op’s future.

Articulating purpose

Well before the store opened its doors, the Monadnock board engaged with its community to understand community needs. Based on that engagement, the board adopted policies that “articulate the key results we aim toward:”

The Monadnock Food Co-op is cooperatively owned and operated by people in our community and exists to meet our community’s need for:
- An accessible, community-owned downtown food market;
- A marketplace that welcomes and connects community;
- A healthy, sustainable food system;
- The support of local farmers and producers;
- Appropriate education and training for the community;
- A strong, sustainable and improving local economy.

(http://monadnockfood.coop/about/)

Ensuring adequate capital means learning together

Although the store is only three years old, Monadnock’s board will make its first decision concerning patronage allocation this year. Patronage allocation, which takes into account both the cooperative’s current and future capital needs, is an excellent example of a strategic board decision that requires and inspires learning throughout the cooperative. Everyone in the co-op can benefit from learning about the resource implications of the patronage allocation decision. How much money did the co-op earn doing business with its owners? How should that money be used? What proportion should be retained for working capital, what proportion paid out to owners?

A learning culture is a resilient culture because it is one that is less likely to be unpleasantly surprised. When the board of directors shares with the cooperative’s members not only its decisions but also its learning process and strategic considerations, that strengthens the cooperative.
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the GM accountable. The co-op GM in turn hires and empowers an excellent staff of dedicated professionals.

At the Monadnock board’s annual retreats, they have been continuing to learn together to build alignment around growth—understanding what growth looks like and how the co-op could get there. As a result, Burke says, “We’re constantly looking at the trends. Is our current store in line with the trends?” The store is planning a reset and recently expanded its offerings for prepared foods, to be sure that its retail systems are strong. In Burke’s words, the board and GM want to be sure that “if an opportunity presents itself, the GM can focus on it.”

Where will opportunities come from? Monadnock’s board doesn’t know right now. And it’s doing its best not to be distracted by that uncertainty. “We want to be sure we understand the trends, so we will know a good opportunity when it presents itself.” The board is relying on its GM to manage the specifics. “We have a great general manager. We trust our general manager. We have thoughtful, engaged board members, and we can do this work and feel like we are supporting each other.”

Even with all of their awareness, however, Burke acknowledged that at one board meeting in the last year the Monadnock board got off track in discussing one potential opportunity that the GM had just started to explore. “The GM presented it, and the board began to analyze it right away, instead of saying, ‘Thank you. Let us know what happens as you research it.’ Wow, it was good to have that experience and to reflect on it. Next time, we’ll do it better.”

That resilience and attentiveness to role clarity will serve Monadnock well. Co-op consultant Bill Gessner advises strategically minded cooperatives, whether they are starting up or are embarking on an expansion or growth strategy, to invest 80 percent of their effort on their “Plan A,” 15 percent on “Plan B,” and 5 percent on “Plan C.” Then, if (when) Plan A falls through, they can move Plan B up to become the new Plan A, and Plan C can become the new plan B. For a co-op general manager, who may review a whole alphabet’s worth of possibilities before finding the option that can be turned into results, having a board that is both curious and resilient in the face of change is essential to excellence.

In order to keep pace with an ever-changing world and market, the cooperative needs to share information and learning throughout the organization.

Implement, monitor, reflect, repeat
The process of strategic leadership is a circular process, in which cooperatives learn from their lived experience. In the recorded workshop discussing the “Ends to Ends Strategic Process,” http://library.cdsconsulting.coop/ends-to-ends-strategic-process/, Art Sherwood and Michael Healy offer a process model that begins with articulating the co-op’s purposes; continues through interpretation, planning, and action; and then cycles through a phase of monitoring and reporting on how well the activities met the co-op’s goals. The cycle begins again with a renewed reflection on those purposes and goals, with the benefit of the wisdom gained from experience.

Looking ahead, the Monadnock board intends to clarify its Ends, and it will keep looking at trends to understand the community, the members and their needs, and to understand the co-op’s capital needs. There is a lot of work still to come in engaging with members and building alignment around the co-op’s future. But given the work that has been done to date, there’s every reason to expect that the Keene, N.H., community will benefit from the excellent strategic thinking of the Monadnock Food Co-op’s board of directors.

Bridging uncertainty, creating results
In the face of the chasm of uncertainty that we bridge between now and the next moment, I sometimes think it’s a wonder anyone gets anything done at all. And when I consider the complexity of the interpersonal dynamics that operate in a group setting, it seems even more remarkable. And yet, again and again, cooperative boards, managers, and owners use strategic thinking and excellent communication to connect the dots and to cross that seemingly impossible barrier between imagination and action, transforming their communities. Congratulations and thanks to Monadnock. Here’s to your courageous, strategic leadership! □
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